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Abstract

We use data from the manuscript census of manufacturing to estimate the effects of the

length of the working day on output and wages.  We find that the elasticity of output with respect to

daily hours was positive but less than one – that is, there were diminishing returns to increases in

hours.  Holding constant annual days of work, the average annual wage was positively related to

daily hours but, again, the elasticity was less than one.  At the modal value of daily hours – ten

hours per day – it appears that, from the standpoint of employers, the marginal benefits of a shorter

working day – a lower wage bill – were approximately offset by the marginal cost – lower output.
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1. Introduction

The nineteenth century witnessed far-reaching changes in the nature and organization of

industrial production.  Traditional non-mechanized establishments – artisan shops – were

displaced by mechanized water or steam-driven plants and extensive division of labor increased

the average size of firms (Chandler 1977; Sokoloff 1984).  In these new mills and “factories”, the

centralized nature of motive power generation and the growing interdependence of tasks led to the

imposition of a new discipline on labor, a faster and more intense pace of work, and a reduction in

seasonal “downtime”.  In earlier times, daily work hours “from sun to sun” had been tolerable

when employers worked alongside their employees setting the pace, especially when tasks were

regularly interrupted by inclement weather and other factors beyond anyone’s control.  But as

mechanization spread and work effort intensified, calls by workers for “shorter hours” became

more common. 

One route to a shorter working day was through legislative action via the political process.

Beginning with New Hampshire in 1847, a number of states passed laws limiting employment of

adult workers to ten hours per day.  However, most scholars believe that the early hours laws

were ineffective, essentially because they were not (or constitutionally speaking,  could not be)

enforced.  Another route to shorter hours, collective action by workers (striking), was similarly

ineffective.  Employers simply hired replacement workers, while the strikers found themselves

either blacklisted, or forced back to work under the same or more onerous conditions (Commons,

et. al. 1926).

Instead, the length of the working day in late 19th century American manufacturing appears

to have been the outcome of decisions made at the level of individual establishments in the context

of a competitive market for labor.  Workers may have desired shorter hours, but owners (or their

agents, that is, the managers and superintendents) would go along only if the value of lost output

per day, if any, could be offset by lower daily costs of operation.  Assuming that non-labor (that is,

capital) costs per day were largely invariant to the length of the working day, lowering variable

costs meant a willingness on the part of workers to accept a lower daily wage in return for shorter

daily hours.
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In this paper, we use recently-collected archival data to investigate the effects of daily

hours of work on manufacturing output and on wages.  Our analysis is based on a sample of

establishments from the manuscripts of the 1880 census of manufactures.  These data included

questions on the length of the working day and months of operation, as well as more traditional

questions about outputs, inputs, and labor costs.  We use these data to estimate the “marginal

product” of hours, which we then compare with the analogous effect of hours on wages.

Our findings shed considerable light on the benefits and costs of variations in the length of

the working day in the late 19th century.  We find that, while the effects of hours on output and

wages were both positive, the elasticities were less than one; that is, a reduction in hours from,

say, ten to nine per day – a 10 percent reduction – would result in a less than proportionate

reduction in value added and in wages, thus raising productivity per hour and the effective hourly

wage.  Given plausible estimates of labor’s share, and assuming that daily non-labor costs were

independent of daily hours, the marginal benefit to employers of shortening daily hours – lower

labor costs – appears to have been close to the marginal cost (the reduction in value added).  Our

results imply that, in the absence of binding labor legislation or effective strikes, “shorter hours” in

1880 would have required a different set of economic “fundamentals” – for example, a greater

willingness on the part of workers to accept a lower daily wage for a shorter working day, or

different technologies that increased output per hour.

2. The Length of the Working Day in Manufacturing, 1830-1880: Legislation and Collective Action

In the 1880s the goal of the American labor movement was the “eight-hour” day.  Only a

small portion of American manufacturing workers, however, were so employed; the vast majority

worked ten hours (or somewhat more) at the time (Atack and Bateman 1992).  However, workers

could take some comfort in the fact that the trend in daily hours of work over the preceding fifty

years had been distinctly downward.

The earliest available contemporaneous data on daily hours appear in the Treasury

Department’s McLane Report of 1832.  These data, which pertain mostly to establishments located
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in the Northeast, suggest a typical day’s work was slight under 11.5 hours, or about an hour and a

half longer than in 1880 (see below and Atack and Bateman 1992).  The intervening censuses of

manufacturing (1850-1870) did not, unfortunately, ask about daily hours; however, two well-

known late 19th century sources on wages – the so-called “Weeks” and “Aldrich” reports did. 

Both sources are retrospective, in the sense that they pertain to establishments in existence at the

time of the survey – 1880, in the case of Weeks, and the early 1890s, in the case of Aldrich. 

Although there are differences in levels between the two – in particular, the Aldrich report

suggests higher levels of daily hours (about three-quarters of a hour’s difference) in the 1850s

through the 1870s, both surveys suggest that a secular (if modest) decline in hours took place in the

three to five decades preceding 1880.  Moreover, the Census of Manufactures data for 1880

suggest that the average worker labored just about 10 hours per day at that time (Atack and

Bateman 1992).1 

Industrial workers saw the potential benefits of political intervention after the federal

government reduced hours of work, beginning with President Martin Van Buren’s 1840 executive

order setting a ten hour day for federal employees, followed by the adoption of an eight-hour day

in 1869 (Richardson 1908, p. 602; Cahill 1932, p. 69-71).  As noted earlier, the first state law

attempting to regulate daily hours was passed by New Hampshire in 1847.  The law specified ten

hours as the legal work day and that no person could be required to work longer “except in

pursuance of an express contract requiring a greater time.”2  Although the legislature made no

provisions for enforcement nor were penalties for violations enacted, many manufacturers in the

state required their employees to sign such “express contracts” or face termination.

Laws similar to New Hampshire statute were passed Pennsylvania (1848), Maine (1848),

New Jersey (1851), New York (1853), Rhode Island (1853), California (1853), Georgia (1853)

and Connecticut (1855).3  Although some of these laws improved upon New Hampshire’s by

establishing penalties for violations, all were either indifferently or simply not enforced, and all of

these regardless preserved the loophole of an “express contract” requiring long hours.

Except for the Georgia act which pertained solely to white labor, these early laws made no

distinctions between different types of workers.  A second generation of laws, however, made the

argument that women needed greater protection from long daily hours on the grounds that the health
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and well-being of future generations might be otherwise compromised.  Moreover, in the case of

women, “while ordinarily men can rest when their day’s toll is over ... there are few working girls

who do not have at least mending and laundering to do in the evenings, and married women must

take the entire care of their homes and children before and after work” (Commons and Andrews

1927, p. 202).

The first state to enact protective hours legislation for women was Ohio in 1852; the law

stipulated that employers could not compel [emphasis added] women to work longer than ten hours

per day, under penalty of a $5 to $50 fine.  Similar laws were later passed by Minnesota,

Wisconsin, and the Dakota Territory.4  The fact that women could not be compelled to work more

than ten hours per day, however, did not preclude the possibility that they could voluntarily (that

is, contractually) do so, a loophole that legal scholars and labor historians have viewed as fatal

flaw (see, for example, Commons and Andrews 1927, p. 202; Goldin 1988).

Perhaps the main legislative battleground in the fight for shorter hours was Massachusetts. 

Although petitions were made to the state legislature requesting passage of a ten-hour law as early

as the 1840s, a law regulating hours of work by women was not enacted until 1874.5  By

comparison with other states, the 1874 Massachusetts law had more bite, containing provisions for

penalties against employers found guilty of “willfully employing” women longer than ten hours per

day. Morever, in 1879 the law was rewritten, striking the word “willfully”, allegedly making

prosecution even easier (Goldmark 1912, p. 213).6

Laws regulating hours of work by children posed fewer legal dilemmas than those directed

at adults.  As minors, children could not legally enter into contracts, and thus constitutional

problems involving the interference with private contracts did not arise.  As a result, laws

regulating hours by children were passed somewhat before laws regulating hours by adults. 

Connecticut and Massachusetts passed laws restricting children to ten hour days in 1842, and by

1879 fully 13 states had similar laws on their books.7

Were any of the early laws directed at women or children effective at reducing daily

hours?  Our reading of the legislative history suggests that the answer is “no” but this is not the

same as an econometric test. Unfortunately, econometric tests using standard “difference-in-

difference” methods cannot be implemented, because we lack evidence on daily hours at the state
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level in manufacturing censuses prior to 1880.8  Moreover, the evidence on daily hours in the 1880

manufacturing census does not distinguish between hours of work for men, women, or children. 

About the best that can be done with the available evidence for 1880 is shown in Table 1, where

we report the results of an multi-variate analysis of daily hours.9 The key independent variables

are interaction terms involving the percent women (or children) and hours legislation specific to

women, or to children.10   The presumption is that, if the laws directed at women or children were

effective at all and employers were unable to reduce hours for one group without reducing them for

all workers, the coefficients of the interaction terms should be negative.  As is evident, the

interaction effect is negative for women, but tiny (and statistically insignificant) while that for

children is the wrong sign (although also statistically insignificant).  This evidence is far from

definitive since we cannot, with the available data, control for state fixed effects, which may

confound the coefficients of the interaction terms.  However, the absence of a legislative effect of

laws regulating hours of work by children is consistent with other studies showing that early child

labor laws – and closely related compulsory schooling laws – were similarly ineffective (Landes

and Solmon 1972; Moehling 1999).

Another potential mechanism for reducing hours was the strike. Demands for shorter hours

were among the earliest industrial disputes in the United States (Commons, et. al. 1926, p. 69).

However, in terms of frequency of the stated cause, strikes over shorter hours were comparatively

rare.  For example, of 762 strikes in the 1880 calendar year documented in the Weeks report, only

7 involved demands for shorter hours (U.S. Department of the Interior 1886, p. 25).  Even after

1880, when there was a growing emphasis in strikes on shorter hours, the length of the working

day does not appear to have been the dominant issue in most labor disputes (U.S. Department of

Labor 1896, p. 29).

3. Theoretical Framework

In the absence of binding legislation or effective strikes, it is reasonable to assume that

employers chose the length of the working day.   In doing so, we assume that the choice struck a

balance between benefits to the employer – increased production, for example, with a longer day –
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against costs – for example, a higher daily wage.  Such a model of employer behavior is not novel

per se; elements of it, for example, appear in the labor economics literature (Barzel 1973) and in

the  literature on aggregate production functions and on business cycles (Feldstein 1967; Lucas

1970; Bernanke 1986). However its use so far by economic historians has been quite limited (an

exception is Whaples 1990).11

As a point of departure, let q(K,L,s) be the flow of output in value added terms over some

period of time s, with K = capital and L = labor.  We think of s as the shortest possible period of

production; in our application, s is an “hour”, but the exact length of s is left unspecified.  Letting

time begin at zero, total output over a period of length T is the integral of q from zero to T:

                                                           T

∫q(K,L,s)ds = Q(K,L,T)

One possible specification of q(K,L,s) is q(K,L); that is, conditional on L and K, a constant

independent of s.  Thus

Q(K,L,T) = q(K,L)T

This is the specification adopted, for example, in studies of aggregate production functions in which

the period T is annual; q(K,L) is Cobb-Douglas with constant returns to K and L; and K and L are

defined, respectively, as annual machine and labor hours (see Feldstein 1968). If this specification

of annual production were literally true we could, with no loss of generality, rewrite equation (2) as

Q(K,L,T) = q(K,L)HD

where H = daily hours and D = annual days of operation.  We could further sub-divide D into days

per week and weeks per year.  However, during the 19th century the length of the work week appears

to have been (more or less) fixed at six days per week, with very little variation, except perhaps for

holidays.  Thus, we follow the previous literature and treat H as the “intensive margin” in terms of
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time spent at work.

Equation (3) specifies that annual output is constant returns with respect to H and D.  Thus for

example, two establishments with the same q(K,L) could achieve the same level of Q even if they had

different values of H and D, provided the product H x D (annual hours) was the same at both

establishments.

There are, however, good a-priori and historical reasons to doubt the constant returns

assumption in this relationship.   Labor productivity may be quite low at very low levels of H, for

example, if workers need some “start-up” time to adapt to the work environment whereas, at high

levels of H, diminishing returns may set in due to worker fatigue (Goldmark 1912; Vernon 1921;

Barzel 1973).  Although the invention (and diffusion) of artificial lighting enabled the same hours

year-round (along with night work) and the switch to steam power reduced the effects of inclement

weather on productivity, seasonality was still a fact of life in late 19th century manufacturing. That is,

productivity was likely to be higher at certain times of the year than others, for reasons beyond the

control of employers and workers.

For both reasons we rewrite the production function (eq. 3) as Q(K,L, H, D) and assume that

employers maximize profits on an annual basis:

Max Π = Q(K,L,H,D) - w(H,D)L - r(D)K

where, because Q is in value-added terms, the implicit assumption is that the price of output is unity.

In writing the profit function in this manner, we follow the previous literature (Bernake 1986; Whaples

1990) that annual capital costs may depend on the length of the work year -- in particular, r’(D)> 0

-- but are independent of daily hours of operation.12

The wage function w(H,D) can be derived in a thought-experiment similar to the one above

for annual production.  Let w(s) be the wage for the period s.  Over a period of length T, say a year,

total wage payments per worker are

                                                                 T

∫w(s)ds = W(T)
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                                                                 0

If w(s) were independent of s – a constant – then W(T) = wT = wHD, where, as before, H is daily

hours and D is annual days.  With this specification of the wage function workers are indifferent

between different combinations of H and D, so long as the product (H x D) is held constant.

However, a “constant returns” specification of the wage function cannot be literally true.

Individuals, in general, are not indifferent to working, say, twenty hour days versus ten hour days even

if annual hours are fixed.  At high values of H the opportunity cost of time spent working – whether

measured in terms of the value of foregone leisure or, more speculatively, in the deleterious effects

of long hours on health – will rise, implying that beyond a certain level of daily hours, w must rise --

the “marginal” hourly wage will exceed average hourly earnings.  In addition, if there are any fixed

costs of going to work, w(s) will be discontinuous and strictly positive at zero hours (see Bernanke

1986).

In maximizing profits, we assume that employers can choose L, K, and H, but that D – annual

days of operation – is pre-determined.13  Thus, the first order conditions are

QL = w(H,D)

QK = r(D)

Qh = wH(H,D)L

The first two first-order conditions are the conventional marginal productivity conditions: in choosing

L and K, the employer equates the ratio of marginal products to the ratio of factor prices.  The third

first-order condition can be re-written

εQH = αεwH

where ε indicates an elasticity and α is labor’s share.14 The intuitive interpretation of the hours

condition is straightforward: in elasticity form, the marginal benefit of a small increase (or decrease)

in daily hours must equal the marginal cost which, in terms of the model, is the wage elasticity
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multiplied by labor’s share  (wL/Q).

For the second-order conditions to be satisfied, it is sufficient that Q be concave in H

(diminishing returns to hours, or QHH < 0) at the optimum, and w(H,D) be convex in H (wHH >0).  In

our empirical work we choose functional forms for Q and w such that these conditions will be

satisfied by specification.                                     .

4. Data and Empirical Analysis

Our empirical analysis is based on a sample of approximately 7,300 establishments drawn

from the manuscripts of the 1880 census of manufacturing (Atack and Bateman 1999).  The sample is

random and nationally representative of the universe of surviving manuscript schedules.  The census

enumerators were directed to obtain information through personal inquiry of cognizant parties of the

value of capital invested in each enterprise; the average number of adult male, adult female, and child

workers employed; the total annual wage bill; the aggregate value of inputs and outputs; the type of

power used (in horsepower, if steam or water); months of operation on full-time, three-quarter’s time,

two-third’s time, and half-time, from which full-time equivalent months can be calculated; the number

of hours per day in a “typical” day, by six-month period (November-April and May-October), among

other data.

 Because of the nature of the responses to the questions on hours (integer values are almost

always reported) it is presumed that the data refer to scheduled, as opposed to, actual hours (see Atack

and Bateman 1992). For the purposes of our analysis, we compute H, average daily hours as follows:

H = int (Hwinter + Hsummer)/2 if HW, HS > 0

H = Hwinter if Hsummer = 0 (or not reported)

H = Hsummer if Hwinter = 0 (or not reported)

where  “winter” refers to November through April, and “summer” refers to May through October. The

“int” function returns the integer value after taking the average of winter and summer hours. We further

restrict our attention to establishments for which hours varied between seven and twelve per day, on
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the grounds that values outside this range were either in error, or may indicate the presence of multiple

shifts.  Fully 98 percent of the sample observations fall within the 7 to 12 hour range.  As has been

established previously, the mean value of average daily hours in this sample was slightly more than

ten hours per day (10 hours, five minutes; see Atack and Batemen 1992).

We define “full-time” equivalent months of operation, M, to be

M = months on full-time + 0.75* months on three-quarter’s time + 0.67* months on two-third’s time

+ 0.5* months on half-time

where a full-time equivalent month equals approximately 26 days (25.75) of work.  Days in operation,

D = M x 25.75.  Thus a full-time work year consisted of 309 days (=12 x 25.75).

Our model of production specifies ln Q, the log of value added, to be

ln Q = Xβ + αLln L + αKln K + αDln D + αHln H + ε

where the X’s are additional variables discussed below, L is the “adjusted” labor input, K is capital,

D is number of days in operation, H is average daily hours, and ε is an error term.  Value added is the

difference between the value of output and the value of raw materials.  We do not impose any prior

constraints on the output elasticities (the α’s).  If αL + αK = 1, there are constant returns to hourly

production. Note that, with this specification of the production function (that is, Cobb-Douglas), the

output elasticity of hours (εQH) is simply αH. If αH is positive but less than one, an additional hour of

work will raise output but with diminishing returns.  As discussed earlier, we also expect that αD to

be positive but less than one because of seasonal influences on productivity that were beyond the

control of owners, managers, or workers.

The census reported the number of adult male, adult female, and child employees.  Rather than

simply summing these to determine the  labor input, L, we adjust for gender and age composition as

follows:

 L = Men + 0.6*women + 0.5*children
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The weights multiplying the number of women (0.6) and children (0.5) are based on estimates of their

wages relative to adult men, and are assumed to reflect differences in productivity.15 

There is no consensus among economic historians as to whether it is necessary to adjust the

labor input further to take account of owners.  In their respective studies of economies of scale in 

antebellum manufacturing, Atack (1977) made no adjustment for the entrepreneurial labor input while

Sokoloff (1984) added one to his estimate of the labor input.16  We report results using both

approaches; however we note that the existence of economies of scale in hourly production in the 1880

data is sensitive to the adjustment for the entrepreneurial labor input.17  Capital, K, is measured as the

value of real and personal estate invested in the enterprise.  We also include a dummy variable,

STEAM, taking the value one, if steam power was utilized.

Included in the X variables are dummy variables for establishments located in urban areas

(population 2,500 or more), the state in which the establishment was located, and industry dummies

based on two-digit SIC codes (see Atack and Bateman 1999).  The urban and state dummies capture

any variation in productivity due to location (for example, because of agglomeration economies in the

case of the urban dummy) or geographic differences in output prices.  The industry dummies are

included for similar reasons, as well as the fact that we lack sufficient numbers of observations to

estimate production functions by industry.

Our specification of the wage equation is,

ln w = Zδ + γHH + γDD + υ

where the Z’s are additional variables discussed below, and υ is an error term.  As long as γH > 0,

the wage equation will be convex in H (wHH > 0). Included in Z are the steam power, urban, state, and

industry dummies also included in the specification of the production function; the log of the capital-

to-labor ratio; the percent women; and the percent children.  The dependent variable, ln w, is the log

of the average annual wage, defined to be the total wage bill divided by the number of workers. 

Observations are weighted by the number of workers prior to estimation.

Although the 1880 sample is nationally representative of the universe of surviving manuscript

schedules, certain industries are known to under-represented. Firms in these industries were to be
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enumerated by “industry experts” who were chosen for their detailed knowledge of conditions specific

to the industry.   Unfortunately, despite an exhaustive search of relevant archives, none of the

schedules taken by these experts has ever been found (Delle Donne 1973).  As it happens, the dividing

line between regular enumerators and experts was somewhat blurred in practice; schedules that should

have been prepared by experts were, in some cases, prepared by regular enumerators, and have made

their way into the sample.   Thus, while establishments in the “expert” industries are under-

represented in the sample, there are not wholly absent.  To the extent that their inclusion in the sample

was a random event, no bias should arise, particularly given that we control for industry in the

estimations.

The production function coefficients are shown in Table 2 and the wage coefficients in Table

3 (except for the state and industry coefficients, which due to their numbers, are not reported).18 Both

regressions fit the data well, judging by the R2. The signs of the coefficients are generally as expected

and, moreover, the magnitudes seem quite plausible.

The nature of returns to scale in hourly production is sensitive to the adjustment for the

entrepreneurial labor input.  If no adjustment is made, there is evidence of decreasing returns (the sum

of the output elasticities of labor and capital is less than one);  whereas, if an adjustment is made

(recall that we add one to the value of the labor input) increasing returns are indicated.19  In either

case, however, the relative magnitudes of the capital and labor coefficients are plausible, especially

in light of the less-capital intensive nature of 19th century manufacturing compared with its 20th century

counterpart.  Urban firms appear to have been more productive than rural firms although, as noted

above, because the dependent variable is expressed in value-added terms, this difference may also

reflect differences in output prices as well as productivity.  

The key variable of interest is H, average daily hours.  Our estimate of the elasticity of value

added with respect to daily hours is about 0.24, regardless of whether or not an adjustment is made

for the entrepreneurial labor input.  The estimate is significantly less than one, implying (at the margin)

diminishing returns to increases in daily hours.20 Consequently, the reverse is also true: a reduction

in hours would increase output per worker-hour, although total daily output would still fall.21 We also

find diminishing returns to increases in days of operation per year; that is, the output elasticity of days

per year (about 0.61, also regardless of whether or not an adjustment is made for the entrepreneurial
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labor input) was less than one. However, increasing the number of days per year had a bigger positive

impact on output at the margin than increasing daily hours (holding the length of the work year

constant), suggesting that establishments were constrained by seasonal factors (Engerman and Goldin

1993).

We conducted two extensions of the production function estimations.  First, we modified the

production function to allow for interactions between daily hours. If factor intensities varied with

daily hours we would expect to see significant interaction effects.  However, the coefficients of the

interaction terms were always very small and statistically insignificant. We also explored whether the

output elasticity of hours varied with the number of daily hours, by including a squared term in (log)

daily hours.  However, perhaps because the range over which hours was allowed to vary in the

sample was rather narrow by construction (recall that this is seven to twelve hours per day) neither

coefficient (log daily hours or its square) can be estimated with any precision if both terms are

included. 

Turning to the wage equation, we find substantial differences with respect to gender and age;

women and children earned far less than adult men.  Urban wages were substantially higher than rural

wages and, although not shown, there were economically significant differences across states and

industries.  Capital intensive establishments, and establishments using steam power, paid higher

wages; elsewhere, we argue that these wage effects largely reflected differences in skill composition

across establishments (Atack, Bateman, and Margo 2000).

We find a significantly positive effect of daily hours on the annual wage, holding constant

annual days of operation.  The converse was also true; holding constant average daily hours, the

annual wage was increasing in annual days of operation.  Evaluated at the most commonly observed

value -- ten hours per day – the elasticity of output with respect to daily hours was approximately

0.37.  Thus, for example, if an employer at ten hours per day were to choose to reduce daily hours to

nine – a reduction of 10 percent – he could expect that, holding constant annual days of operation (and

the other variables in the regression), the average annual wage would decline by 3.7 percent.22

Our model of employer behavior specifies that, at the optimal choice of daily hours, the

elasticity of output with respect to hours (εQH) should equal the elasticity of the wage with respect to

hours multiplied by labor’s share (αL x εwH).  The estimate of the output elasticity of hours is taken
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directly from the production function (the estimated value of αH) whereas the elasticity of the wage

with respect to daily hours is computed, as above, at ten hours per day. There are two ways to

estimate labor’s share in our data: as the output elasticity of labor in the production function or

directly, from the data on the annual wage bill and value added.23  The results of these calculations

are shown in Table 4.

Using the output elasticity of labor to estimate labor’s share, the term αL x εwh ranges from

0.241 to 0.285, depending on whether or not the adjustment is made for the entrepreneurial labor input.

 Multiplying the wage elasticity of hours by the direct estimate of labor’s share (0.542), yields a

somewhat lower estimate of daily labor cost savings of shorter hours (0.200).   If we average the three

estimates of labor’s share (= 0.66), the term αL x εwh is 0.242. 

Taken at face value, the results in Table 4 suggest that the marginal benefits (to employers) of

increases in daily hours beyond ten per day might have (slightly) exceeded the marginal costs in terms

of a higher wage bill.   However, the model assumed that capital (more generally, non-labor) costs

were fixed on a daily basis. Allowing for even a small positive relationship between daily hours and

daily capital costs re-establishes the equivalence of the marginal benefits and marginal costs of

varying daily hours.  With this slight modification to the model, therefore, our estimates of the effects

of hours on productivity and wages suggest that ten hours was the profit-maximizing length of the

working day, for the typical employer in 1880.24

5. Summary Comments

We have shown that there were positive, but diminishing, returns to daily hours in terms of

production in late 19th century manufacturing, and that manufacturing workers were apparently willing

to accept a lower daily wage (but a higher hourly wage) for shorter daily hours.  Assuming that non-

labor costs were fixed on a daily basis, the typical employer evidently had little incentive to reduce

daily hours downward, because the marginal benefit of doing so (lower labor costs) was essentially

offset by the marginal cost (lower valued added).

Perhaps the most important implication of our findings is the validation of the view that, in the

absence of collective action or government intervention, only changes in economic “fundamentals”
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– labor demand and labor supply – could have altered the typical length of the working day in  the late

19th century (Cahill 1932; Whaples 1990; Rosenbloom and Sundstrom 1990). And, in point of fact,

daily hours did not change much between 1880 and 1900.  If the typical establishment in 1880

operated for ten hours per day, the working day at its counterpart in 1900 was not much shorter –

perhaps 30 minutes shorter, or so, on average (U.S. Department of Commerce 1975). 

However, between 1909 and 1919, the length of the work week in manufacturing fell by six

hours, as the eight-hour day became reality for almost half of the manufacturing labor force.25  Analysis

of city-level data on hours in manufacturing in 1914 and 1919 establishes that changes in the nature

of labor supply and demand did, in fact, contribute to the decline in hours during this short five-year

period. A tight labor market, occasioned by rapid growth in the demand for labor due to World War

One, coupled with a sharp reduction in the availability of immigrant labor, altered the identity of the

“marginal” worker in manufacturing; no longer were workers willing to labor ten, or even nine hours

per day, even at higher wages.   During the first two decades of the twentieth century manufacturers

began to rely increasingly on electricity purchased offsite for their power requirements, rather than

generate power on-site.  This shift in the nature of energy use increased the cost savings that could be

realized through shorter hours, for it was no longer necessary to “run machines ... long hours in an

attempt to reduce fixed costs per unit” (Whaples 1990, p. 405).

Yet changes in economic fundamentals were not the sole factors behind the decline in hours

after 1914.  Growth in union power, along with intervention by the federal government during the war

years, along with the passage of numerous state laws directed at reducing hours of work among

women, also contributed to hours declines in the 1910s (Whaples 1990, pp. 401-404; Goldin 1988).

 Given the additional importance of legislation and collective action during the 1910s, future research

on secular decline in shorter hours should concentrate on the reasons why both approaches to shorter

hours were so ineffective in the 19th century.
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Table 1: The Effect of Hours Laws on Daily Hours of Work: Cross-Section Estimates for 1880

Coefficient | T-statistic |

Percent Female x Female

Hours Law

-0.029 0.128

Percent Children x Child

Hours Law

0.272 1.302

N 5,160

Adjusted R2 0.063

Dependent variable is average daily hours of work; see text.  Sample is restricted to establishments
with average daily hours between 7 and 12, and  located in states without any hours law, in states with
a law regulating hours for women, or in states with a law regulating hours for children. Also included
in the regression are a constant term, percent female, percent children, the number of workers, an
urban dummy (located in a city or town of population 2,500 or more), and two-digit (SIC) industry
dummies (see Atack and Bateman 1999).  Information on hours laws are compiled from a variety of
sources; see Atack and Bateman (1991, notes to Table 2).
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Table 2: Regressions of Value-Added: 1880 Manufacturing Sample

No Entrepreneurial Adjustment Entrepreneurial Adjustment

Constant          3.241
      (13.358)

      2.831
   (11.743)

Log (labor)          0.652
      (63.438)

       0.796
    (64.180)

Log (capital):          0.240
      (32.718)

       0.237
    (32.359)

Log (average daily hours)          0.281
        (3.129)

       0.293
      (3.280)

Log (full-time equivalent
months)

         0.611
      (22.679)

       0.597
    (30.306)

Urban = 1          0.403
      (22.679)

       0.407
    (22.982)

Steam Power = 1          0.095
       (4.256)

       0.089
      (4.097)

State Dummies? Yes Yes

Industry Dummies? Yes Yes

N 7,342 7,342

Adjusted R2        0.787        0.789

T-statistics in parentheses.  Dependent variable is log of value added ( = value of output minus value
of raw materials).  The coefficient of Log (labor) is the estimate of αL; that of Log (capital) is the
estimate of αK; that of Log (average daily hours) is the estimate of αH; and that of Log (full-time
equivalent months) is the estimate of αD.  Sample consists of establishments with average daily hours
between 7 and 12 (see text for definition of average daily hours) and which hired at least one worker.
 No entrepreneurial adjustment: labor input is men + 0.6*women+0.5*children.  Entrepreneurial
adjustment: labor input is 1 + men + 0.6*women+0.5*children.
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Table 3: Regression of Average Annual Wage: 1880 Manufacturing Establishments

Coefficient | T-statistic |

Constant        2.479 14.284

Percent Women       -0.501 14.234

Percent Children       -0.694 11.044

Average Daily Hours x 10        0.369   4.071

Full-time Equivalent Months        0.115 37.993

Log (Capital/Labor)        0.158 24.894

Urban = 1        0.266 16.154

Steam Power = 1        0.088   6.337

State Dummies? Yes

Industry Dummies? Yes

N 7,139

Adjusted R2        0.526

Sample: See Table 2. The number of observations is smaller than in Table 2 because some
establishments failed to report their wage bill.  Observations are weighted by the number of workers
prior to estimation.
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Table 4: Were Daily Hours Chosen Optimally in 1880?

Output Elasticity of Daily
Hours

Labor’s share x Wage
Elasticity of Daily Hours

No Entrepreneurial
Adjustment of Labor Input

0.281 0.241 ( = 0. 37 x 0.652)

Entrepreneurial Adjustment of
Labor Input

0.293 0.295 ( = 0.37 x 0.796)

Direct Estimate of Labor’s
Share

0.200 ( = 0.37 x 0.541)

This table compares, in elasticity form, the marginal effect on value-added of a change in daily hours
(εQH) to the marginal effect on daily costs of a change in hours.  Under the assumption that non-labor
costs are fixed on a daily basis, the marginal effect on costs is labor’s share multiplied by the wage
elasticity of daily hours ( = αL x εwH).    Output Elasticity of Daily Hours: from Table 2.  Labor’s
share, Row 1, above: output elasticity of labor (from Table 2, no entrepreneurial adjustment); labor’s
share, Row 2, above: output elasticity of labor (from Table 2, entrepreneurial adjustment).  Direct
estimate of labor’s share: mean value of ratio of annual wage bill/value added ( = 0.541).
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Notes

                                                
1. The average establishment worked slightly longer than ten hours per day as the more numerous
small establishments (in terms of employment) worked longer hous than the larger establishments
even after controlling for industry and location; see Atack and Bateman (1992).

2. State of New Hampshire, 1847 Sessions Laws, Ch. 4.

3. See State of California, Session Laws of 1853, ch. 131, p. 187; State of Connecticut, Session
Laws of 1855, ch. 45; State of Georgia, Code of 1861, sec. 1847; State of Maine, Session Laws
1848, ch. 83; State of New Jersey, Session Laws 1851, pp. 321-322.  State of New York, Session
Laws 1853, ch. 641; State of Pennsylvania, Session Laws 1848, Act 227; State of Rhode Island,
Session Laws 1853, p. 245.  The New Jersey law applied to cotton, woolen, silk, paper, glass,
and flax factories, and to iron and brass works.

4. State of Ohio, Sessions Laws 1852, v. 50, p. 187; Dakota Territory Legislature, Dakota Session
Laws 1862-63, ch. 49; State of Minnesota, Session Laws 1858, ch. 66; State of Wisconsin,
Session Laws 1867, ch. 83.

5.Persons (1911, pp. 24-27).  In 1845, for example, the Massachusetts State House received at
least four petitions requesting a ten-hour law; see State of Massachusetts, House Document No. 50,
March 1845 as quoted in Commons (1958), vol. 8, pp. 133-151.

6. State of Massachusetts, Laws 1874, Ch. 74.  The law was justified on the grounds that long
hours were deleterious to the health of women, and thus future generations, the regulation of daily
hours fell under the police protection of the state. 

7. State of Connecticut, Laws 1842, ch. 28; State of Massachusetts, Laws 1842, ch. 60.  See also
Ogburn (1912), Table 30, pp. 108-109.

8. To implement a “difference-in-differences” test we would need a panel data set of states, some
of which passed laws over the period under study and some of which did not.  With such a panel
we could control for state fixed effects; see Moehling (1999).

9. The dependent variable, average daily hours, is defined in section 3.  As in section 3, we
restrict attention to establishments with daily hours between seven and twelve.

10. We restrict the sample to establishments located in states that had an hours law specific to
women, or to children (or both), or no law at all; that is, we exclude establishments in states that
had laws that did not distinguish between the sex or age of workers.

11. However, a major difference between this paper and Whaples (1990; or Bernanke, 1986) is
that we estimate the marginal product of hours and the effect of hours on wages, whereas Whaples
uses the model to explain hours declines after 1914.
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12. This is surely true for the opportunity cost of the capital invested in the firm (that is, foregone
interest) but it may be less true for depreciation; that is, physical capital used for, say, twelve
hours per day may need to have been replaced more frequently than physical capital used ten hours
per day.

13. As a historical matter this is not literally true; by varying their location or their choice of
power type (steam power, for example) an establishment could increase its control over
seasonality.  For the purposes of the model, we treat location and the use of steam power as fixed;
however, our empirical analysis includes both factors (see section 4).

14. If capital costs are not independent of the length of the working day, the first order condition is
modified as follows

εQh = αLεWh + (1-αL)εrh

Note that the new term on the right hand side ((1-αL)εrh) will be positive as long as capital is subject
to physical depreciation.  Thus, if capital costs per day did vary with daily hours, our method (that is,
measuring αLεWh) will understate the cost savings of shorter hours.  The degree of understatement is
arguably small, however, because (1-αL) is typically on the order of 0.25-0.3 (as it is in our data; see
section 4) and, as argued in footnote 10, certain capital costs are fixed on a daily basis.

15. These are the weights implied by the coefficients of percent female and percent children in the
wage equation.  The wage coefficient of percent female is -0.501; because the dependent variable
is in logarithms, the implied female/male ratio is 0.6 (= exp (-0.501)).  The wage coefficient of
percent children is -0.694; the implied child/male ratio is 0.5 (= exp(-0.694)).

16. Sokoloff (1984) made this adjustment (among others) to the 1850 data, which (like the 1880
data) report no information about owners of the establishments.

17.  It is easy to see that adding one to the number of workers increases the likelihood of finding
evidence of  economies of scale.  The addition of one worker lowers output per worker in very
small establishments (for example, 1-5 workers) while having virtually no effect in large
establishments (over 100 workers, say).  A similar sensitivity of the finding of economies of scale
in 1850 manufacturing to the adjustment for the entrepreneurial labor input is reported by Sokoloff
(1984).

18. These coefficients are available from Robert Margo on request.

19. However, even if the adjustment is made for the entrepreneurial labor input, the estimated
degree of economies of scale, as indicated by the sum of the output elasticity of labor and capital
(1.033 = 0.796 + 0.237) is somewhat less than that estimated by Sokoloff’s (1984) for
manufacturing in 1850 using an identical adjustment for the entrepreneurial labor input (= 1.11, see
Sokoloff 1984, p. 373).  In future work with the 1880 sample we plan to further examine the issue
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of economies of scale in daily production and to attempt to reconcile our findings with Sokoloff’s.

20. Diminishing returns in H requires that the second derivative of the production function with
respect to H ( = αH (αH - 1)Q/H2) be negative (at positive H), which is satisfied if αH < 1.

21. Some qualitative evidence that employers were aware of this phenomenon is available in a
unique survey conducted by the Massachusetts Bureau of Labor Statistics in 1880.  The Bureau
surveyed workers and owners about the effects of hours reductions, primarily in the textile industry
in New England.  When asked whether the same amount of output could be produced in a shorter
work week (in this case, a uniform 60 hour week, 6 days per week, 10 hours per day), fully 87
percent of the employers stated that it was not possible, without hiring additional workers (or
using more capital per worker).  See State of Massachusetts (1881), p. 388.

22. Again, the Massachusetts survey discussed in footnote 18 indicates that employers believed
that daily earnings would fall if daily hours decreased – when asked, 52.1 percent of the 545
workers surveyed thought wages would decline with a shorter workday.

23. Note that the production function estimate of labor’s share (and consequently, the estimate of
αL x εwH) is slightly higher when the adjustment is made for the entrepreneurial labor input.

24. Setting the output elasticity of hours equal to 0.28, and labor’s share equal to 0.66, we solve
for the elasticity of capital costs with respect to hours

0.28 = 0.24 + 0.34εrh

implying εrh = 0.12.

25. The discussion in this paragraph draws heavily on Whaples (1990); see also Goldin (1988).


